
Fiskars redefines fabric 
cutting essentials

Forty-eight years after introducing its iconic Orange-Handled Scissors™, Fiskars continues to 
look for ways to innovate to solve consumer problems. To help improve accuracy and comfort, 
Fiskars has introduced new cutting tools including RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears for Tabletop Cutting 
designed with an offset handle to keep fabric flat as well as a line of Easy Action™ Shears to help 
reduce hand fatigue. 

RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears for Tabletop Cutting 

• Unique handle shape keeps fabric flat and minimizes lifting for more accurate tabletop cutting

• Ideal for long, clean cuts through fabrics like silk, velvet, light leather, polyester, cotton, felt and 
much more

• RazorEdge™ Shears feature ultra-sharp, premium-grade stainless-steel blades with a 
precisely honed edge that glides through fabric for clean cuts all the way to the tip

• Larger handle loops provide extra room and a comfortable fit for larger hands in the 8” and  
9” versions

• Full lifetime warranty

• Available in three sizes: 5”, 8” and 9”

Easy Action™ Shears

• Easy Action™ tools have been redesigned for easy, comfortable use and even more  
accurate cuts not only for those with limited hand strength but for anyone 

• Spring-action design gently opens blades after each cut to reduce hand strain

• Unique handle shape keeps fabric flat and minimizes lifting for more accurate tabletop cutting 
on the RazorEdge™ Easy Action™ Fabric Shears for Tabletop Cutting (8”), and Easy Action™ 
Rag Quilt Snip for Tabletop Cutting shears

• Contoured handle fits the shape and natural movement of the hand 

• Stainless-steel blades with a precisely honed edge cut cleanly all the way to the tip and  
stay sharp

• Easy-open thumb lock protects the blades during transport and storage

• Full lifetime warranty
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RazorEdge™ Easy Action™ Fabric Shears for 
Tabletop Cutting (8”)

Easy Action™ Rag Quilt Snip for Tabletop 
Cutting ideal for quick snips through layers

Micro-Tip® Easy Action™ Scissors (5”) for 
detailed cuts

Easy Action™ Pinking Shears (10.5”) for finishing 
fabric edges to keep projects from unraveling at the 
seams

RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears for Tabletop 
Cutting (9”)


